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KMF views digital transForMation (and autoMating its loan  
decision-MaKing process) as a necessity rather than a luxury, and the  
priMary requireMent For success in the KazaKh Finance MarKet. 

overview
KMF Kazakhstan aims to provide best-in-class  
financial services to microentrepreneurs and small 
businesses by tailoring its offering to their needs—
including its loan approval requirements, the  
documents and collateral required, loan terms and 
conditions, its approach to customer service. it 
has a strong commitment to social responsibility 
and social impact, and sets clear portfolio targets 
to keep it focused on rural, women and low-in-
come clients.

the country’s big banks took the automation leap 
years ago, and grew rapidly as a result. For KMF, 
digital services mean cutting hr costs and making 
loan decisions both faster and in parallel (meaning 
that it can approve multiple loans at once, whereas 
staff can only check and approve one application 
at a time). 

digital car loan partnership
in recent years, KMF has launched a number of digital products—including 
launching a digital car loan in mid-2021 of which it is particularly proud. the loan 
product is a partnership with a major car dealership (aster auto) and features 
variable terms (3–84 months), 0% commission, and loan amounts from €600 
to €20K (depending on collateral), and down payments of 10 per cent (on loans 
over €2K). the application process was designed to be simple and clear: clients 
choose a car and only need to present one document – their identification card 
– to the dealership manager, who will complete the application on their behalf 
using special software provided by KMF. clients provide basic information  
(address, income, employment and family details, etc.), and the dealership man-
ager verifies the client’s id card and submits everything online. the entire appli-
cation process takes less than five minutes to complete—and because the  
scoring process is automated, clients gets a decision within  
five minutes. clients can also visit  
KMF’s or aster auto’s website for  
detailed, easy-to-understand  
information about the loan product  
and get a quote using an online loan  
calculator widget. 
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given that clients can request an automatic quote 
online and/or apply for the loan via the car deal-
ership, and since loan decisions are made auto-
matically—the level of effort required on the part 
of KMF to scale up the product is relatively low. 
importantly, both companies actively contribute 
to marketing the product via traditional broadcast 
and social media—meaning that KMF potentially 
is reaching clients it might not have otherwise.

MoBile app For clients
in spring 2020, KMF launched a mobile banking 
app for smartphones. clients can use it to view 
their account transactions, check on the status of 
a loan application, make a payment, find a branch 
and more. within the first six month, the app only 
had 1,500 active users—not a resounding success, 
given the size of KMF’s client base. in response, 
KMF’s innovation team launched an investiga-
tion to get to the bottom of the issue. it identified 
a number of immediate improvements it could 
make to the app and its functionality. since then 
KMF has released a number of additional updates 
based on ongoing research into the customer jour-
ney with the app. 

the role oF data
KMF’s digital transformation is ongoing. From september 2021, it began  
automatically scoring loan applications submitted by its loan officers (via an 
employee app on their smartphone). it is also developing the functionality 
on its app to allow its enterprise clients to apply for a repeat loan without a 
loan officer present. underpinning all of this is its automatic credit scoring 
software, which uses internal credit history data and credit bureau reports, 
as well as various external client and business databases. in near future, it 
will begin to use mobile phone history data and third-party financial infor-
mation (such as account balances and transaction history) and data from 
social media. 

KMf AT A GLANCe

Status

Portfolio

People

Services

funders

1997: Founded as ngo
2006: transforms into non-bank credit 
organization 
2015: achieves sMart certificate

217K loans; 350m portfolio

1,931 staff; 114 branches

consumer (including car loans), sMe, 
group and green loan; land mortgage

responsability, triodos, eBrd, 
proparco, siFeM, damu edF

this year, KMF also teamed up with Mastercard, 
a leading digital payment platform, on a project 
called “datathon”. as part of this, Mastercard  
analysts worked alongside KMF to develop 
recommendations aimed at improving the  
scoring quality, increasing client attraction and  
retention and improve client segmentation.  
Mastercard leveraged their expertise to help KMF 
make better use of the data it has and give it a 
new perspective on credit scoring.   
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